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“The Psycho-Politics of a World Without Prisons (An Orwellian experiment of Extremity)”
I have the task of introducing to the WordsUncaged class the subject of a world without prison.
This piece is about eliminating the conditions that requires the incarceration of human beings.
This piece is about an ideal world without prison. In order to achieve the ideal, you must enter
the visionary world of the unreal becoming tomorrows reality. A world without prison
transforming itself by overcoming the orientation and indoctrination of monopoly capitalism.
The preoccupation of the 1% controlling the world markets at the expense of all others. It would
roughly take between 100 to 150 years for the transition of the world’s people to complete
themselves into a new world order of new men and women.
It will take the elimination of social, cultural, economic, and political inequality for governments
throughout the world to move towards the structural formula of globalizing the world’s market.
While bringing into implementation the theory of positive values of an essential livelihood that
negates the negative values of the nonessential. By eliminating the bourgeoisie political
economy, and combining the world’s political economy intone, it will be the elimination of
domestic and foreign commerce, thereby eliminating territorial boundary lines, water rights,
airspace, the sale or transfer or land. As the world, people evolve by way of force for law and
order towards the highest degree of political and social institutions.
People everywhere moving towards the perfection of humanity as the embodiment of socializing
of American capitalism and the capitalizing of Russia socialism, moving the world’s
communities into a one-world government. A dialectical world government prescribing absolute
law-abiding conduct that suppresses all opposition and criticism, the eliminating of class warfare,
cultural sensitivity, racism, sexism, tribalism, wage earning, taxation, surplus labor, residential
segregation, environmental deprivation, hunger, poverty, homelessness, paying rent,
homeownership, insurance, advertisement. There will be no paying for utilities, no religious
denomination, no identity politics and no such thing as money, no credit system nor banking
system, nor personal automobile ownership; all objects of gratification will be removed. There
will be no such thing as owning property or even owning land, there will be no such thing as free
enterprising, nor the right to bear arms. A world with no guns. There will be no world wars, nor
civil wars, nor war of liberation. There will be no military industrial complex or standing army.
There will be no concept of pro-choice or pro-life, there will be no concept of haves and havenots.
To prevent the population of the world without prisons from increasing faster than the
geometrical ratio of food supplies, the world population would be checked by birth control
methods. For 100 years, only interracial marriages will be permitted towards wiping out the
concept of race. It will bring about the end of racial discrimination, and the concept of racism
will never exist again in the minds of men and women. The one world government will only
promote marriage licenses and reproduction by interracial couples.
After the age of 7 years old, males and females will be separated until the age of consent which
will be set at 14 years old. Upon reaching the age of consent, males and females will decide if
they want to enter matrimony or not. Those who reject interracial marriage will be sterilized at
14 years old. Parents will no longer be able to pass on their divisional traits to the next
generation. Over a period of time, the one-world government without prisons will become
dominant in the human species. There will be a uniform society under a dress color-coded

system worldwide for everyone’s station of occupation and non-occupation. There will be
absolutely no fashion of dress. The breakdown would be as follows:
•
White color uniforms for all hospital workers, caregivers, daycare workers,
convalescence hospital, mental facility, life-care communities, etc.
•
Red color uniforms for all fire fighters, life guards, natural disaster workers, red cross
workers, etc.
•
Brown color uniforms for all civil service employees, bus drivers, airplane crew, taxi
drivers, railroad workers, etc.
•
Blue color uniforms for all peace corps workers, public peace officers, etc.
•
Black color uniforms for all primary and secondary school students and teachers, and
higher education, etc.
•
Green color uniforms for all industrial and factory workers, construction workers, etc.
The world without prisons will undergo the end of a free-for-all indoctrination of free living, free
love, free press, free things, free will and free this and that which would be contrary to the
dictatorship of the proletarian world government. There will be no such thing as a democracy of
freedom without restraint. The one-world government will be structured under democratic
centralism. The ideal of prison will be so far removed from the conscience of man and woman
that only the Frankenstein mentality will think in terms of incarcerating human beings. Fighting
for the theory of a world without prison is the same as fighting for peace.
The punishment and deterrents for crime would be one of three things:
•
Undergoing rehabilitation (indoctrination) at a mental facility.
•
Prefrontal lobotomy
•
Government-assisted suicide (this term would be used instead of the “death penalty”)
There will be one world language—there will be no need for two languages. The world’s people
will be one people, one race of human beings, and no longer will dog be man’s best friend—
man’s best friend will be mankind. The scientists in the different fields will be able to work
phenomena on behalf of the world government of people. The scientists will have unlimited
natural resources. There will be no rat race of working to get ahead of others. A life of leisure
will be upon reaching the age of 45 years old. There will be drug distribution centers under
doctor’s supervision. The cause of crime as we know it will become an obsolete expression of
humanity, and for the exception, we will have in place the three deterrents.

